ELEVATOR ACCESS MANAGEMENT

KEY POINTS

• Works in areas where privilege & priority driven elevator access is necessary and expected such as apartments, hotels, hospitals and other mixed-use and multi-tenant facilities.

• Helps in hassle-free integration with both conventional elevators and Destination Control System (DCS).

• Easily integrates with Home Automation, Video Door Phone and Video Management System.

RESTRICTED & FREE ACCESS AREAS

• ELEVATE facilitates administrator to create extremely flexible and secure policies to manage elevators/ lifts. The system facilitates controlled access to each floor based on the user’s authority, time slot, reservation and the engagement status of a floor. In other words, users would be able to access only those floors to which they have permission.

• Administrators may also define floors that can be freely accessed by anyone at any time such as floors comprising of lobby/reception, parking or cafeterias/restaurants.

ACCESS ELEVATORS BY TIME

• Allow access to certain floors for specific interval of time. For example, a courier person is allowed into the facility to deliver courier to a certain resident or a company, therefore he/she shall have access for only 1 hour; the service staff visiting the facility for maintenance may be given the access only during his/her shift timings.

ELEVATOR SEGREGATION

•Centrally configure certain elevators for specific use, for example, housekeeping staff may not use certain elevators meant for hotel guests.

• Dynamically restrict general use of certain elevators used for specific activities such as transporting archives, transporting in-house patients and doctors in hospitals.

VISITOR CONNECT

• Integrates with ezVISIT (IDCUBE Visitor management Application).

• Access permissions to elevators can be allocated to visitors via ezVISIT web and mobile interfaces.

• Offers time based access to a specific floor via specific elevator thereby ensuring security by preventing unnecessary loitering of visitors.
**REAL-TIME REPORTS AND DASHBOARDS**

- Flexible reporting interface for generating customized reports as per organizational audit and compliance needs.
- Dashboards to impart important information and usage patterns related to lift car boarding and de-boarding, users accessing restricted floors, reserved lift cars and more.
- Helps in informed decision making for secured usage & timely availability of elevators for important tasks or personnel

**VERSATILITY**

- Supports any type of credential formats like HID Proximity, iClass, SEOS, Mifare, Desfire, Mobile SIO, Biometrics, PIN pad or any combination
- Easy adaptability to various elevator setups

**BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BMS) INTEGRATION**

- Build on Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), the ELEVATE easily integrates with Home Automation, Video Door Phone, CCTV Surveillance and Intrusion System using either relay contacts or ASCII commands or web-services
- Can be customized for user-specific needs such as priority based access, user monitoring, CCTV integration etc.

**SCALABILITY & AVAILABILITY**

- The system is scalable to any number of floors and elevators across multiple buildings
- Accurate and high speed access control decisions utilizing ‘IDCUBE’s Intelligent Edge Architecture’ - allows uninterrupted elevator access control even when server goes offline
IDCUBE is uniquely positioned as a comprehensive physical security solution provider via its Access360 software suite for organizations of all sizes. The Access360 platform helps in managing personnel access, vehicle access, attendance, visitors, contractors, cafeteria usage, asset tracking, video management, video content analytics, LPR/NPR and more.

We are trusted by large businesses and SMEs across industries. We work with some of the most acclaimed global system integrators and solution providers. IDCUBE’s distributor and channel partner network now has over 300 active businesses and this number is growing because of the opportunities our partners see in working with us.
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